Introduction.
It was observed by Liouville (C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris, vol. 18 (1844) pp. 910-911; J. Math. Pures Appl. vol. 16 (1851) pp. [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] ) that an element a of the field C of complex numbers which is algebraic of degree n (over the ring Z of rational integers) can not be approximated very well by rational numbers, in the following sense: there exists a real number y>0 such that \a -p/q\ s^y/\q\" for all p, qEZ with qs^O and p/q^a.
Using this theorem Liouville gave the first examples of transcendental numbers. The proof depends only on the circumstance that every nonzero element of Z has absolute value 2:1 and the following two obvious facts (in the statement of which / denotes the polynomial of degree n vanishing at a): (i) a is an isolated point of the set of zeros of /; (ii) f(y/z) can be written as a fraction in which the numerator is a polynomial in y and z and the denominator is z". It follows that Liouville's theorem has an abstract version in which C and Z are replaced by an arbitrary nontrivially valued field and a nonzero subring thereof in which each nonzero element has value 2:1. Since the field A((A-1)) of power series in the reciprocal of an indeterminate X over a given commutative field K admits a valuation for which the series u = cmX~m tion, that is, his theorem is also a result on the approximation of algebraic functions by rational ones.
An algebraic equation may be considered as an algebraic differential equation of order zero, so that algebraic functions are special cases of differentially algebraic ones. The purpose of this note is to extend Liouville's theorem (abstract version) to an ordinary differential field with valuation which is subject to a certain not unnatural condition. A weaker and slightly less general result for the special case of power series has been obtained by E. Maillet (Nombres transcendents, Paris, 1906) . The present treatment is, I believe, more transparent.
The condition on the valuation, which can not be omitted, and which in the case of K((X~X)) is equivalent to the condition that the field characteristic be 0, is used in §1 to define "valued differential field." The fact (i) above is suitably generalized in §3. Since a differential polynomial in general has infinitely many solutions, the generalization is not quite obvious; it is proved using a lemma on wronskian determinants established in §2. The generalization of fact (ii) presents no difficulty provided the exponent n (=deg/) is replaced by a generally bigger number called the "denomination" of/. When the differential polynomial /is of the order 0, its denomination coincides with its degree. This (and a slight generalization thereof) is described in §4. The proof of the approximation theorem itself, which is then trivial, is found in §5. An almost immediate consequence of the theorem is that a power series 2t°-o ckX'k, with nonzero coefficients Ck in a field K of characteristic 0 and with strictly increasing integral exponents Sk>0 such that the sequence of ratios Sk+i/sk is the derivative of an element a of a differential ring or field is denoted by a', and for each natural number k the &th derivative of a is denoted by am. All valuations are nonarchimedean; the value group of any valuation is written multiplicatively, and the value of an element a is denoted by \a\.
Valued differential fields.
Definition. A valued differential field is a differential field endowed with a valuation satisfying the following condition: there exist elements a and /3 of the value group such that [April
for every element a of the differential field with \a\ < 1. The elements a and P are then called, respectively, lower and upper bounds of the valued differential field. The valued differential field is said to be trivial or nontrivial according as the value group is trivial or not.
Lemma 1. If 5 is a nontrivial valued differential field with lower bound a and upper bound P, then the second inequality in (1) holds for every aES, and the first inequality in (1) holds for every aEF with \a\ 5*1. Proof. When \a <1 then (1) holds by hypothesis. When |a| >1 then a^O and \a~1 <1, since |a'/a| = | (a_1)'/a_I . again (1) holds. It remains to prove the second part of (1) with \a\ >1 and \a\ >l/a"_1.
Proof. Induction on n. The wronskian determinant equals 1 when n=0 and equals czi when »=1. If n>0 and we expand the determinant by the minors of the last row, we obtain the formula Proof. If n=0 or 1 this is obvious. Let «>1 and suppose the result known for lower values of n. Then, by (2) and (3),
Lemma 3. Let Ci, ■ • • , a" be elements of a nontrivial valued field with lower bound a and upper bound fi. 3. Simple zeros. Let P be an element of the differential polynomial ring in a differential indeterminate y over a differential field. A zero of P which fails to be a zero of dP/dy(<) for at least one natural number i is said to be simple.
Lemma 4. Let 3 be a nontrivial valued differential field, and let uEb e a simple zero of a differential polynimial PES [y} • Then there exists an element jo of the value group such that \v -u\ ^jo for every vE$ which is a zero of P different from u.
Proof.
Translating by u, we may suppose that u = 0. Then .P(O) =0, and there is a natural number i such that (dP/dy(i>) (0) indeterminate, and we denote the denomination of P by d, then P(y/z) can be written with denominator zd, that is, zdP(y/z) is a differential polynomial in y and z.
More generally, for each natural number s^l, the biggest of the natural numbers 2* (k+s)ek will be called the s-denomination of P. (The 1-denomination of P is thus its denomination.) If we denote thê -denomination of P by d, then P(y/z') can be written with denominator zd:
Now let SF be a differential field, let Z be a differential subring of fJ, and let u be an element of ff which is differentially algebraic over Z. The smallest natural number d such that there exists a nonzero differential polynomial in z{y} having denomination d and vanishing at u will be called the denomination of u over Z. The definition of the s-denomination of u over Z is similar.
Suppose now that the characteristic of SF is zero. If P£z{y} vanishes at u and has ^-denomination equal to that of u over Z, then u is a simple zero of P. More precisely, if the order of P is n then dP/dy<-"> does not vanish at u. For dP/dy(-n) is obviously nonzero and of lower s-denomination than P.
5. The approximation theorem.
Theorem. Let if be a nontrivial valued differential field, let Z be a nonzero differential subring of SP such that \ a | 2:1 for every nonzero element aE%, let uE$ be differentially algebraic over Z, let s be any natural number 2:1, and denote the s-denomination of u over Z by ds. Then there exists an element y of the value group such that we therefore see (using the first part of Lemma 1) that if \u -a/bs\ <7o then \P(a/b')\ ^yi\a/bs-u\ and P(a/b')^0; as bd>P(a/b*)EZ we have \bdtP(a/b')\ 2tl, so that \a/b' -u\ ^y~1/\b\d'.
On the other hand, if \u-a/b'\ 2:70 then obviously \u -a/b'\ ^yo/\b\ds. Setting 7 = inf (70, yT1), we find the theorem proved.
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